Imperva Project Discovery
and Analysis Service

DATA SHEET

Service Details

Highlights
 Confidence in the project’s
goal and benefit realization
 Formalizing business and
technical requirements
 Buy-in from stakeholders
within your organization
 Assessing project risks and
issues for mitigation
 Architectural view of solution

A more effective security
team has a greater
likelihood of intercepting
and addressing security
events and threats in their
early stages before they
can significantly impact
the enterprise.

DATA SHEET

The discovery and analysis is the foundation for success and forms the bridge between the
business and the technology implementation. The Imperva project discovery and analysis
service (pDnA) is the first step in building a comprehensive data control and protection
solution. pDnA service will facilitate the definition of an IT security project and focus on
the overall solution benefits, scope, risk, quality, budgets and timescales. We will run
workshops to gather information from stakeholders and build and accurate and
comprehensive set of requirements and outcomes that are agreed upon and documented.
Loss, manipulation or theft of critical data has far-reaching consequences for any
organization including:


Brand damage and declining customer confidence



Risk of regulatory non-compliance and heavy fines

Imperva Methodology
Our eight stage project methodology is flexible, modular and can adapt to an organization’s
project and operational governance, process, and policies.
 Discover
o Workshop and project template
 Analyze
o Business requirements, solution blueprint and project brief
 Report
o Business requirements, solution report and presentation
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Deliverables
The service will deliver an overall assets register and control recommendations covering:

Our team and
partnerships consist
of highly qualified
consultants,
architects and project
managers who are
CISSP®, ITIL®,
PRINCE2®, GDPR
certified and aware of
compliance and
regulatory
governance.
We will help you
define and deliver
your information
security
solutions.

 Build solution credibility
 Identifies customer key objectives, requirements and critical success factors
 Defines the overall approach and delivery strategy
 Delivers high level solution design
 Identifies the project’s key stakeholders and creates a project team
 Understand use cases and data application protection business strategy
Why Is Discovery and Analysis So Important?
IT security projects fail to deliver business benefits for a variety of reasons, such as
business case driven by price rather than value, ineffective stakeholder management and
lack of alignment across design, build and operate.
The pDnA deliverables will ensure the project’s goals and the business impact are clearly
defined and aligned with your corporate vision and are in line with senior management
expectations.
Learn More
Our consultants follow best practice methodologies leveraging our expertise and experience
and work flexibly to meet the needs of your organization and have experience in data security.
Customers trust our consultants to deliver projects in line with best practices and good
governance. And questions regarding Imperva Services can be directed to Proservrequests@imperva.com
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